Connect with us!

TOW BAR
BASE PLATES
TRUST
THE TOWING
EXPERTS.
INTRODUCING
THE ALL-NEW
TOW BAR LINE
BY CURT!

Image varies by
vehicle application

CURT tow bar base plates are engineered for a custom fit on
each unique vehicle. Most models feature an OE style design
to fully integrate with the front of the vehicle and maintain a
factory look. Our tow bar base plates are constructed from
high-quality steel and are precisely welded for a perfect fit.

• Spreads towing forces equally for
reduced stress on the vehicle frame
• Physically tested to gross
vehicle weight rating (GVWR)
• Engineered with a vehicle-specific
design for a custom fit
• Concealed main body for OE look and seamless
integration with the vehicle (most models)
• Precisely welded for superior strength and fit
• Durable high-gloss black powder coat finish
• Co-cured in a rust-resistant liquid
Bonderite coating, inside and out
• Limited lifetime warranty
(one-year finish, one-year parts)

Provides a solid connection for flat
towing your vehicle with tow bars

Twist-lock tabs for easy
installation and removal

Check out our complete product line at curtmfg.com or call us at 877.287.8634

Connect with us!

TRUST THE TOWING EXPERTS
CURT has a long history and experience in the towing industry - we know it in and out.
We test our products to rigorous standards because successful towing starts with safety.
Years of knowledge and experience have culminated to produce our line of tested,
proven RV tow bars. CURT tow bars are well-crafted, easy to use and reliably tough
to give you the peace of mind to enjoy every mile of the road ahead.

WHY CURT BASE PLATES ARE SUPERIOR

IMPROVED
INSTALLATION

HIGHER-QUALITY
COMPONENTS

COMPREHENSIVE
PHYSICAL TESTING

• Improved fitment on the vehicle
for fewer front-end modifications

• Larger spacers inside the vehicle
frame to better distribute the load

• SAE physical testing vs
FEA computerized testing

• Fewer brackets and lighter-weight
pieces for easier installation

• Grade-8 hardware
for superior strength

• No extra grille or bumper trimming
required for the RV harness

• Flange nuts for faster installation
with fewer hardware pieces

• Tested in real-world, physical
conditions, instead of relying
on a computer alone

• No welding required

• No Loctite required

• Comprehensive instructions
with easy-to-follow steps
and detailed photos

• Fishwire hardware to eliminate
the need for bending and
trimming wire nuts

